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Your Risk of Pancreatic Cancer

Trying to figure out the best way to talk with 
your doctor about your family history of 
pancreatic cancer? Check out some helpful 
tips below, along with contact information 
in case you need some more information.
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Start the conversation.
Sometimes starting the conversation or remembering to start the conversation when you are 
in front of your doctor is the hardest part. Using a phrase like “I’m not sure that I’ve mentioned 
this before” or “Have I mentioned that…” can be helpful.

Be prepared to share as many details about the diagnosis as you can. 
Your doctor will likely ask questions about your family history, including how the person(s) 
were related to you, the person’s age at time of diagnosis, if it was pancreatic ductal 
adenocarcinoma (PDAC, the most common type of pancreatic cancer) or pancreatic 
neuroendocrine tumor (PNET). It’s OK if you don’t know all the answers to these questions, 
but giving your doctor as much information as you can helps him or her to better discuss  
your risk of developing pancreatic cancer with you.

Have a specific goal for the discussion.
Would you like to be referred for genetic counseling? 
Would you like to discuss your personal risk of developing 
pancreatic cancer? Would you like to request your doctor 
order the IMMray® PanCan-d test (if appropriate for you)? 
Having a specific goal for the discussion will help you stay 
focused and can help your doctor have a better idea of 
how to help you.

IMMray is a registered trademark of Immunovia, Inc. 
PanCAN is a registered trademark of the Pancreatic Cancer Action Network.



(833) 593-9522
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info@immunoviainc.com

Do you or your doctor have questions about the IMMray® PanCan-d test?
Call our Customer Support team at (833) 593-9522 or email us at 
info@immunoviainc.com between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM ET. 

Do you or your doctor have questions about 
pancreatic cancer? 
The Pancreatic Cancer Action Network (PanCAN) Patient 
Central team can help answer any and all questions you 
may have about pancreatic cancer. Contact them at 
(877) 272-6226  or patientcentral@pancan.org.
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Gene

Bring information with you about the genetic risk factors for 
pancreatic cancer.
As more is revealed about genetic mutations and syndromes and how they impact a person’s 
risk for developing cancer, there is an overwhelming amount of information for doctors to know. 
The chart below shows the genetic mutations and syndromes that predispose individuals to 
develop pancreatic cancer and can be a helpful table to reference during your discussion.

IMMray is a registered trademark of Immunovia, Inc. 
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Non-modifiable Risk Factor Increased PDAC Risk Gene

Familial breast and ovarian BRCA1, BRCA2, PALB2syndrome
 MLH1, MSH6, MSH2, 
  PMS2, EPCAM
Familial adenomatous  
polyposis (FAP)
Peutz-Jeghers syndrome 132 STK11/LKB1
Familial atypical multiple mole 
melanoma (FAMMM)
Hereditary Pancreatitis 69 PRSS1
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9 – 32 

SELECTED PANCREATIC DUCTAL ADENOCARCINOMA (PDAC) RISK FACTORS

Unknown

CDKN2A

APC

Lynch Syndrome

Familial pancreatic cancer
(2 or more first-degree relatives)

2– 4 UnknownFirst-degree relative of person with 
sporadic pancreatic cancer

47 

4.5 – 6 

8.6 

2 - 3.5 
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